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SPOTLIGHT ON: INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION

Initial Teacher Education at the University of Sussex has been ranked the 
seventh best place in the UK to train to be a teacher by the Good Teacher 
Training Guide out of all the companies and organisations offering teacher 

training. The guide is produced using in-depth research looking 
at trainee surveys, employment and OFSTED rankings.

Primary PGCE training - which received an ‘Outstanding’ rating by OFSTED in 
2013/14 - was ranked in third place and was the top Higher Education provider.
The rankings are a well-deserved tribute to the hard work of the Initial Teacher 

Education team and the support staff in partner schools. 

The Initial Teacher Education team hosted an international Early Years 
conference at the University on 15 April at which speakers attended from as 

far away as Bermuda. The conference was in support of the MA in Early Years 
course and is intended to be the first of many such events putting the University 

at the centre of research excellence for Early Years education. 
Sussex is currently the only higher education provider in the country offering 

Early Years teacher status as part of an MA course.

Following a Departmental Awayday in February, the ‘Research into Practice’ 
group has been established. Comprising Teaching Fellows and Associate 
Fellows. The overall focus of the group is on Making a Difference to local 

children. Specifically, the group is looking to harness scholarship time to ensure 
that it is preserved and used to work towards both individual and combined 

research goals. Faculty are already integrating the concept into their PhD work 
schedules, Master’s assignments and general research work. 

The group hopes to present their achievements at the Universities’ Council for 
the Education of Teachers (UCET) conference  2016, the British Education 
Research Association (BERA) conference 2017, and the United Kingdom 

Literacy Association (UKLA) conference 2017.



MEMBERS’ NEWS AND MOVES
PUBLICATIONS / OUTPUTS

•	 Tom Haward, doctoral researcher, reviewed the following book for London Review of Books  
(Institute of Education): 
Palaiologou, I., Needham, D. & Male, T. (eds.) (2016): 
Doing Research in Education: Theory and Practice 
LA, London, New York, Singapore, Washington DC: SAGE

•	 Hudson, B. (2016): ‘Didactics’. In D. Wyse, L. Hayward and J. Pandya (Eds.)  
Sage Handbook of Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment, Sage Publications. 
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/the-sage-handbook-of-curriculum-pedagogy-and-assessment-2v/
book242832

Brian’s co-written paper (with S.Henderson and A.Hudson) ‘Developing Mathematical Thinking in the 
Primary Classroom: Liberating teachers and students as learners of mathematics’ published in the 
Journal of Curriculum Studies is in the top 20 most read papers with 2072 views since being made 
available online in November 2014. See: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00220272.2014.979233

•	 Williams, James (2016, 17 March) 
Comment Piece: Death of local authority control of schools cause for concern (p.10) 
Brighton Evening Argus 
http://www.theargus.co.uk/opinion/opinion/14350476.Death_of_local_authority_control_of_schools_
cause_for_concern/?ref=mac 

•	 Williams, James (2016, 17 March) 
An Obituary: Farewell to your Local Education Authority - viewed over 8,900 times since publication 
The Conversation 
https://theconversation.com/an-obituary-farewell-to-your-local-education-authority-56387 

•	 Williams, James (2016, 6 March) 
Review: If all schools were good there would be no need for parents to have to make a choice (p.10) 
Brighton Evening Argus 

•	 Williams, James (2016, 27 February) 
Guest Essay: Education is more than knowledge (p.11) 
Brighton Evening Argus

•	 Williams, James (2016, 23 January) 
Review: School uniform change is admirable – but allowing boys to wear skirts will have consequences 
(p.10) 
Brighton Evening Argus

•	 Williams, James (2016, 9 January) 
Review: Amid claims single-se schools disadvantage girls, an expert questions the impact on boys (p.10) 
Brighton Evening Argus 

PRESENTATIONS

•	 Daubney, A. and Mackrill, D. (2016, 22 March) 
Workshop: CPD and Supporting Teachers in Music Education 
Panel (Ally only): Next Steps for Music Education 
Mayor’s Music Summit, London City Hall

•	 Hampden-Thompson, G., Wakeling, P. & Hancock, S. (2016, February): 
Is undergraduate debt an impediment to postgraduate enrolment in England? 
‘Access and Transition to Postgraduate Study’ conference, York.

• Hancock, S., & Wakeling, P. Hampden-Thompson, G. (2016, February): 
Gender and access to postgraduate study 
‘Access and Transition to Postgraduate Study’ conference, York. 

•	 Hudson, B. (2016, 8-12 April) 
- Organiser and Chair: Beyond Fragmentation: Global Perspectives on Didactics, Learning and Teaching 
[http://www.aera.net/EventsMeetings/AnnualMeeting/tabid/10208/Default.aspx] 
- Chair: International Research on Challenges in Mathematics Teaching and Learning 
American Educational Research Asociation (AERA) Annual Meeting, Washington DC

•	 Mackrill, D. (2016, 26 February) 
Panel: Music Excellence London and Professional Development 
Music Education Expo, Olympia, London

•	 Shepherd, J. (2016, 7 March) 
Student voices, visual methods and vulnerability: Young people with autism in transition 
CTLR Open Research Seminar

•	 Shepherd, J. (2016, 9 March) 
Interrogating the boundaries of childhood studies and youth studies: Themes, debates and  
controversies in research and practice - Part of Youth Studies Special Interest Group 
British Education Research Association (BERA), Huddersfield

•	 Shepherd, J. (2016, 16 March) 
Interviews are not the only fruit: Accessing the voices of young people with autism   
EthicNet, University of Bristol

•	 Tregenza, J. (2016, 22 June) 
Paper title TBC 
Westminster Education Forum Keynote Seminar: ‘Initial Teacher Training in England’

•	 Webb, R. (2016, 16 March) 
Challenging the Mechanistic within Research Methodologies: Using Butler to Work both ‘Within and 
Against Interpretivism’ 
UMEA/CHEER Conference: Neoliberalism, Education and Changing Values: Theories and Methods in  
Educational Research

•	 Webb, R. (2016, 15 April) 
Workshop on the MA in Education with Early Years teacher status.  
Early Years Conference, University of Sussex

RESEARCH

Dr Ally Daubney (Teaching Fellow) and Duncan Mackrill (Senior Lecturer) have just seen the publication 
(March 2016) of a report they completed and published last year which constituted an evaluation of Music 
Mark’s (UK Association for Music Education) professional development programme, ‘Peer to Peer’, as part of 
an award of £255,500 by the London Schools Excellence Fund. Details at: 
http://www.musicmark.org.uk/training-events/peer-to-peer-programme-2014-2015

Dr Louise Gazeley (Senior Lecturer), along with colleague Dr Tamsin Hinton-Smith (Senior Lecturer in Higher 
Education), are working on a small-scale evaluation of a widening participation coaching programme for 
looked-after children commissioned by Aimhigher London South.

Dr Simon Thompson (Senior Lecturer and Head of the Department of Education) has been supporting  two 
maths hubs with a lesson study project on mathematical reasoning. The project involves 10 schools 
researching the impact of interventions in mathematics teaching on strengthening mathematical reasoning 
and embedding mathematical mastery. Simon has been involved with a group looking at structures in 
teaching and considering impact on how they articulate reasoning. 
The project ends in June when Simon will work with the two maths hubs to write up an evaluation. 



GROUPS / SPECIAL INVITATIONS / AWARDS

Dr Louise Gazeley (Senior Lecturer) has set up a new networking group for practitioners and researchers 
interested in evidencing good practice with vulnerable and marginalised groups. The aim is to meet termly 
to share practices, experiences and ideas. Anyone who would like to be put on the mailing list should email 
Louise: E: lhg20@sussex.ac.uk

The European Education Research Association (EERA) Council had accepted a nomination from the EERA 
Network 27 - Didactics: Learning and Teaching, for Professor Brian Hudson (Head of the School of  
Education and Social Work) to be awarded Honorary Network Membership.

Brian has accepted an invitation to join the Outreach Committee of the World Education Research 
Association (WERA) Council.

UPCOMING MEMBERS’ EVENTS: WHO’S DOING WHAT?
PRESENTATIONS

•	 Daubney, A. (2016, 21 May) 
Workshop (with Professor Martin Fautley, Birmingham City University): The Case for Music:  
Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment 
Panel (with Rob Wilson and Sarah Earl): How can teachers become informed, expert and confident  
in all aspects of assessment? 
LearningFirst Inaugural Conference, Sheffield Hallam University

•	 Gazeley, L. (2016, 28 April) 
(With Gino Graziano, Joint Head of Widening Participation, University of Sussex): Widening Participation: 
Theory and practice 
CIE Research Cafe

•	 Gazeley, L. (2016, 6-8 June) 
Workshop: Promoting cross-national understandings of exclusion in order to improve outcomes for 
socially and educationally vulnerable groups 
Seventh Conference on Childhood Studies, Turku, Finland

•	 Hudson, B. (2016, 23-26 August) 
Illuminating the Epistemic Quality of Teaching and Learning Situations in Different  
Educational Contexts: A dialectical approach through the analysis of joint action in didactics 
European Conference on Educational Research (ECER), University College, Dublin

•	 Marshall, N. (2016, 14 June) 
Keynote: The uses of music as a non-pharmacological intervention in caring for the elderly living with 
dementia  
Annual Conference of the Care and Social Services Inspectorate Wales - CSSIW  
(Arolygiaeth Gofal a Gwasanaethau Cymdeithasol Cymru - AGGCC)

SPOTLIGHT ON: PERPETUA KIRBY
Perpetua is a doctoral researcher in her second year of study on the PhD in Social Work 
and Social Care course. She has 20 years of prior research experience with children and 

young people - largely on issues related to agency - and across different sectors, 
including education. Perpetua received funding from the Economic and Social Research 

Council (ESRC) for her doctoral research to examine primary school children’s 
agency in their learning. 

Her research explores what children’s agency looks like in the classroom with the aim of 
deepening understanding about what produces and extends opportunities for children 
to act purposively within learning. This includes a focus on children’s ‘orientations to 

learning’ – their cultural and psychosocial experiences and outlooks – as well as discourses, 
practices and the materiality of classrooms. The study is a Year One whole-classroom 

ethnography with an in-depth focus on the experience of a few carefully selected children. 

Perpetua’s research theme was influenced in part by her role as a mother and seeing her 
young children stop short of learning: Her son, who felt pressured and disengaged, became 
re-enthused when able to have a say in how and what he learned. Her daughter’s efforts to 

manage conflicts of identities prevented her from seeking assistance, saying: 
‘I’m good at maths, so it’s embarrassing to say if I don’t understand. They’ll think I’m 

not any good’. 

Perpetua’s early analysis of her fieldwork has included exploration of the conditions of the 
modern primary school classroom. Subsequent analysis will look at how a performance focus 

and norms of ability might foreclose agency, as well as the conditions that might enable 
moments of refusal and the revision of such norms. 

This summer, Perpetua will present her work to date at the Centre for the Study of Childhood 
and Youth’s international conference in Sheffield: The Social, Biological and the Material

Child, and also at Hope University’s conference: Children and Young People in a 
Changing World in Liverpool. 

When she’s not working on her research, Perpetua enjoys pottering in the garden and skiing. 
Fast. 

CONTACT CTLR:
www.sussex.ac.uk/education/CTLR
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SussexCTLR

Director: Professor Gillian Hampden-Thompson
E: G.Hampden-Thompson@sussex.ac.uk / Twitter: @HampdenThompson

Research Fellow: Sindi Gordon
E: sindi.gordon@sussex.ac.uk



• Monday 25 April 
Open Research Seminar 
Speakers: Dr Julia Sutherland & Dr. Jo Westbrook, Senior Lectures in Education  
Title: Fast and Furious: Adolescents comprehending challenging texts 
 
Dr.s Sutherland and Westbrook present the findings of an interdisciplinary, mixed-method,  
small-scale study undertaken in the south of England that tested the viability of an intervention 
model of teaching comprehension on a group of 10 English teachers and their Year 8 classes  
(12-13 years; 250 students in mixed ability/set groups). The study measured gains in students’  
comprehension through standardised pre and post-tests, comparing effects with a comparison  
group of the same size. Intervention teachers received training which gave them a theorised  
understanding of the processes of comprehension and group talk that supported ‘ground rules’ for 
their teaching - reading two challenging novels in quick succession over 12 weeks with their class 
with a specific focus on teaching inference at word, sentence and whole text level, story structure, 
and students self-monitoring their comprehension online. 
 
With nearly 40 per cent of students not achieving the desired C to A* grades in English at 16 in  
England, and with a new curriculum stipulating two novels to be read in depth each year, this study 
contributes further understanding about how adolescents can be helped to comprehend whole  
novels at secure enough levels for meaningful literary analysis.

UPCOMING CTLR-HOSTED EVENTS

READING GROUP

The ‘Making Meaning’ reading group is now in its third year. The spring session focused on  
Bell Hooks’ seminal work, ‘Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom’.  
Participants also discussed the article by Pauline E. Bullen which examines Hooks’ work  
in relation to its relevance to contemporary teaching and learning practices. 
The next group will meet 7 June 2016, 2-3pm.

CTLR-HOSTED EVENTS
OPEN RESEARCH SEMINARS

• Monday 7 March 
Speaker: Jacqui Shepherd, Teaching Fellow 
Title: Student voices, visual methods and vulnerability: Young people with autism in transition 
Drawing from her doctoral thesis, Jacqui investigated the transition of young people with autism from 
the protected and personalised envoronment of the special school to a large, busy mainstream college 
of further education. Whilst unsettling for most youngsters, the transition can be particularly  
challenging for young people with autism who generally require predictability and have difficulty  
adapting to change. Jacqui’s longitudinal research focused on the experience of transition from the 
point of view of the young people and their parents and contributed to the limited research carried out 
to date on post-16 transitions for young people with autism and learning difficulties. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Monday 18 April 
Speaker: Dr Sue Lyle,  Director of Dialogue Exchange, retired Head of CPD at Swansea Metropolitan 
University & blogger 
Title: Narrative, imagination, philosophy and the young child 
Dr Sue Lyle explored the idea that narrative understanding is the primary meaning-making tool and  
that, alongside imagination, it is central to learning - especially for the young child engaged in play. 
Sue also drew on her work in schools using the story-telling curriculum and philosophy by children with 
adults where the context of the play, the connections with other human beings and non-human objects  
endlessly constructs and reconstructs ‘child-story-artefact-movement-talk’ assemblages.

NEXT TERM ....
SPOTLIGHT ON: THERESA GOODA
Director of English, The Weald Community School, Billingshurst


